
Certified Penetration 
Testing Professional

Weaponise your exploits, evade defence 
mechanisms and find hidden networks

CEH Practical is a six-hour, rigorous exam that requires you to demonstrate the application of ethical hacking 
techniques such as threat vector identification, network scanning, OS detection, vulnerability analysis, system 
hacking, web app hacking, etc. to solve a security audit challenge.

The hands-on exam will test you to your limits in unearthing vulnerabilities across major operating systems, 
databases, and networks. It is not a simulated exam. It mimics a real corporate network using live virtual machines, 
networks, and applications, designed to test your skills. You will be presented with various scenarios and will be asked 
to demonstrate the application of the knowledge acquired in the CEH course to find solutions to real-life challenges.

Furthermore, you will be given limited time, just like in the real world. The exam was developed by a panel of 
experienced SMEs and includes 20 real-life scenarios with questions designed to validate essential skills required in 
the Ethical Hacking domains as outlined in the CEH program.

You will prove that you are able to:
• Access active directories. Power your way through network defences using PowerShell

• Use IoT devices to gain access to the network, identify the firmware of the IoT device, extract it, and reverse 
engineer it

• Find flawed binaries and reverse engineer them to write exploits to take control of the program execution
• Devise pivots into hidden networks using single pivoting methods through a filter

• Access hidden networks using double pivoting
• Take control of an execution by using privilege escalation reverse engineering of code

• Evade defence mechanisms by weaponizing your exploits
• Automate your attack using scripts to prepare advanced pen-testing techniques

• Mitigate risks with clearly written reports

Jobs that use CPENT
Penetration Tester
Cybersecurity Analyst
Application Security Analyst
Senior Security Specialist
Security Systems Analyst

Security Consultant
Forensic Analyst
Cyber Threat Analyst
Senior Security Engineer
Senior Security Specialist

The heart of the CPENT program is all about helping you master your pen testing skills by putting them to use on our 
live cyber ranges. The CPENT ranges were designed to be dynamic in order to give you a real-world training program, 
so just as targets and technology continue to change in live networks, both the CPENT practice and exam ranges will 
mimic this reality as our team of engineers continue to add targets and defences throughout the CPENT course’s 
lifetime. 


